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In June 2017, the European Commission decided to ban the use of veterinary drugs containing
high doses of zinc oxide (3000mg/kg) from 2022. The use of zinc oxide in pig production must
then be limited to a maximum level of 150ppm. Companies have been on the lookout for
effective alternative strategies to maintain high profitability.

Modern pig production is characterised by its high intensity. In many European countries, piglets are
weaned after 3-4 weeks, before their physiological systems are fully developed (e.g. immune and enzyme
system). Weaning and thus separation from the mother, as well as a new environment with new germs,
means stress for the piglets. Besides, the highly digestible sow’s milk, for which the piglets are wholly
adapted, is replaced by solid starter feed.

This, associated with the above-mentioned stressors, can result in reduced feed intake during the first
week after weaning and therefore in a delayed adaptation of the intestinal flora to the feed. Since the
immune system of animals is not yet fully functional, pathogens such as enterotoxic E. coli can colonize
the intestinal mucosa. This can possibly develop into a dangerous dysbiosis, leading to an increased
incidence of diarrhea. Inadequate absorption results in suboptimal growth with worse feed conversion. The
consequences are economic losses due to higher treatment costs, lower yields, and animal losses.

Diarrhea is one of the most common causes of economic losses in pig production. In the past, this was the
reason antibiotics were prophylactically used as growth promoters. Antibiotics reduce antimicrobial
pressure and have an anti-inflammatory effect. In addition to reducing the incidence of disease, they
eliminate competitors for nutrients in the gut and thus improve feed conversion.

However, the use of antibiotics as growth promoters has been banned in the EU since 2006 due to
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increased antimicrobial resistance. As a result, zinc oxide (ZnO) appeared on the scene. A study carried
out in Spain in 2012 (Moreno, 2012) showed that 57% of piglets received ZnO before weaning and 73%
during the growth phase (27-75 days).

Zinc oxide: the disadvantages
outweigh the advantages
What made the use of zinc oxide so attractive? Zinc oxide is inexpensive, available in many EU countries,
and as a trace element it can be used in high doses through premixing. In some countries, however, a
veterinary prescription is needed; in others, the use is already banned.

Zinc is a trace element involved in cell division and differentiation, and it influences the efficacy of
enzymes. Since defence cells also need zinc, a supplementation that covers the demand for zinc
strengthens the body’s defences. Through a positive effect on the structure of the gut mucosa membrane,
zinc protects the body against the penetration of pathogenic germs.

If ZnO is used in pharmacological doses, it has a bactericidal effect against e.g. staphylococci (Ann et al.,
2014) and various types of E. coli (Vahjen et al., 2016). Thus, prophylactic use prevents the incidence of
diarrhea and the consequent decrease in performance. But the use of zinc oxide also has “side effects”.

Accumulation in the environment
Zinc belongs to the chemical group of heavy metals. For the use as a performance enhancer, it has to be
administered in relatively high doses (2000–4000ppm). These high amounts are far above the
physiological needs of the animals. With relatively low absorption rates (the bioavailability amounts to
approximately 20% (European Commission, 2003)) and subsequent accumulation in manure, zinc can
cause substantial contamination of the environment.

Encouraging the development of antibiotic
resistance
In addition to the accumulation of zinc in the environment, another aspect also plays an important role:
according to Vahjen et al. (2015), a dose of ≥2500mg/kg of food increases the presence of tetracycline
and sulfonamide resistance genes in bacteria. In the case of Staphylococcus aureus, the development of
resistance to zinc is combined with the development of resistance to methicillin (MRSA; Cavaco et al.,
2011; Slifierz et al., 2015). A similar effect can be observed in the development of multiresistant E. coli
(Bednorz et al., 2013; Ciesinski et al., 2018).  The reason for this is that the genes that encode antibiotic
resistance, i.e. the ones that are “responsible” for the resistance, are found in the same plasmid (a DNA
molecule that is small and independent of the bacterial chromosome).

Consequence: no more zinc oxide in the
production of piglets from 2022 onwards
The negative effects on the environment and the promotion of antibiotic resistance led to the European
Commission’s decision in 2017 to completely ban zinc oxide as a therapeutic agent and as a growth
promoter in piglets within five years.



There are effective alternatives to zinc
oxide
By the 2022 deadline, the EU pig industry must find a solution to replace ZnO. It must develop strategies
that make future pig production efficient, even without substances such as antibiotics and zinc oxide. To
this end, measures should be taken at different levels, such as farm management and biosecurity (e.g.
effective hygiene management). The promotion of intestinal health for high animal performance is most
important, however.

Promotion of gut health through stable gut
microbiota
The term eubiosis denotes the balance of microorganisms living in a healthy intestine, which must be
maintained to prevent diarrhea and ensure performance. However, weaning, food switching, and other
external stressors can endanger this balance. As a result, potentially pathogenic germs can “overgrow”
the commensal microbiome and develop dysbiosis. Through the use of functional supplements, intestinal
health can be improved.

Phytomolecules – potent compounds created by
nature
Phytomolecules, or secondary plant compounds, are substances formed by plants with a wide variety of
properties. The best-known groups are probably essential oils, but there are also bitter substances, spicy
substances, and other groups.

In animal nutrition, phytomolecules such as carvacrol, cinnamon aldehyde, and capsaicin can help improve
intestinal health and digestion. They stabilize the intestinal flora by slowing or stopping the growth of
pathogens that can cause disease. How? Phytomolecules, for example, make the cell walls of several
bacteria permeable so that cell contents can leak. They also partially interfere with the enzymatic
metabolism of the cell or intervene with the transport of ions, reducing the proton motive force. These
effects depend on the dose: all these actions can destroy bacteria or at least prevent their proliferation.

Another point of attack for phytomolecules is the communication between microorganisms (quorum
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sensing). Phytomolecules can prevent microorganisms from releasing substances known as autoinducers,
which they need to coordinate joint actions such as the formation of biofilms or the expression of virulence
factors.

Medium-chain triglycerides and fatty acids
Medium-chain triglycerides (MCT) and fatty acids (MCFA) are characterised by a length of six to twelve
carbon atoms. Thanks to their efficient absorption and metabolism, they can be optimally used as an
energy source in piglet feeding. MCTs can be completely absorbed by the epithelial cells of the intestinal
mucosa and hydrolysed with microsomal lipases. Hence they serve as an immediately available energy
source and can improve the epithelial structure of the intestinal mucosa (Hanczakowska, 2017).

In addition, these supplements have a positive influence on the composition of the intestinal flora. Their
ability to penetrate bacteria through semi-permeable membranes and destroy bacterial structures inhibits
the development of pathogens such as salmonella and coliforms (Boyen et al., 2008; Hanczakowska, 2017;
Zentek et al., 2011). MCFAs and MCTs can also be used very effectively against gram-positive bacteria
such as streptococci, staphylococci, and clostridia (Shilling et al., 2013; Zentek et al., 2011).

Prebiotics
Prebiotics are short-chain carbohydrates that are indigestible for the host animal. However, certain
beneficial microorganisms such as lactobacilli and bifidobacteria can use these substances as substrates.
By selectively stimulating the growth of these bacteria, eubiosis is promoted (Ehrlinger, 2007). In pigs,
mannan-oligosaccharides (MOS), fructooligosaccharides (FOS), inulin and lignocellulose are mainly used.

Another element of prebiotics’ positive effect on intestinal health is their ability to agglutinate pathogens.
Pathogenic bacteria and MOS can bind to each other through lectin. This agglutination prevents
pathogenic bacteria from adhering to the wall of the intestinal mucosa and thus from colonizing the
intestine (Oyofo et al., 1989).

Probiotics
Probiotics can be used to regenerate an unbalanced gut flora. To do this, useful bacteria such as bifido or
lactic acid bacteria are added to the food. They must settle in the gut and compete with the harmful
bacteria.

There are also probiotics which target the communication between pathogens. In an experiment, Kim et al.
(2017) found that the addition of probiotics that interfere with quorum sensing can significantly improve
the microflora in weaned piglets and thus their intestinal health.

Organic acids
Organic acids show strong antibacterial activity in animals. In their undissociated form, the acids can
penetrate bacteria. Inside, the acid molecule breaks down into a proton (H+) and an anion (HCOO-). The
proton reduces the pH value in the bacterial cell and the anion interferes with the bacteria’s protein
metabolism. As a result, bacterial growth and virulence are inhibited.

Conclusion
Today there are several possibilities in piglet nutrition to effectively support the young animals after
weaning. The main objective is to maintain a balanced intestinal flora and therefore to sustain intestinal
health – its deterioration often leads to diarrhea and hence to reduced returns. Intestinal health is
promoted by stimulating beneficial bacteria and by inhibiting pathogenic ones. This can be achieved
through feed additives that have an antibacterial effect and/or support the intestinal mucosa, such as
phytomolecules, prebiotics, and medium-chain fatty acids. Through a combination of these possibilities,
additive effects can be achieved. Piglets receive optimal support and the use of zinc oxide can be reduced.
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Why we need to replace zinc oxide
in tackling post-weaning diarrhea

Piglets experience significant stress when they are weaned from the sow and change diet, making them
susceptible to gastrointestinal disorders. Primarily during the first two weeks after weaning, they are likely
to suffer from post-weaning diarrhea (PWD). PWD is a significant problem for pig producers worldwide: it
leads to severe dehydration, stunted growth and mortality rates of up to 20-30%. Treatment and additional
labor costs further squeeze farm profitability and necessitate unwanted antibiotic interventions.
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Zinc oxide: an effective but highly
problematic tool
Since the early 1990s zinc oxide (ZnO) has been used to control post-weaning diarrhea and promote
growth in piglets, mainly at pharmacological dosages of 2500 to 3000ppm. Its mode of action is still not
entirely  understood;  effects  on  immune  or  metabolic  processes,  altered  microbiota,  or  post-absorptive
metabolism are likely to play a role. What is clear is that the use of ZnO in European pig production has
strongly increased since the EU banned the use of antibiotic growth promoters such as colistin in 2006 to
curb the development of antimicrobial resistance.

Pigs depend on a continuous supply of zinc. Among other roles, this trace element constitutes a functional
component of around 300 biochemical enzymes, making it pivotal to most metabolic processes, and by
extension  to  optimal  health,  production  and  reproduction.   Modern  pig  diets  thus  include  zinc
supplementation to meet the animals’ requirements. The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) currently
suggests that a total level of 150ppm of zinc in feed matches the animals’ physiological need for zinc. The
EFSAs concerns are solely connected to the environmental concerns arising from pharmacological high
dosages of ZnO.

These concerns are grave indeed: zinc is a heavy metal after all. Too much zinc is toxic for the animal,
hence its physiology ensures that excessive zinc intake is excreted. The bioavailability and absorption of
zinc from zinc oxide is particularly low. Therefore most of the zinc given to piglets in this way accumulates
in their manure – which is widely used as an organic fertilizer for agricultural soils.

The continual application of manure gradually increases topsoil  zinc concentrations; leaching and run-off
then lead to contamination of groundwater, surface waters, and sediment. As zinc is non-volatile and non-
degradable, it is only a matter of time before concentrations lead to ecotoxic effects, including food crops,
aquatic life, and drinking water. Classic mitigation measures such as diluting the manure or keeping
certain  minimum distances  between  application  areas  and  surface  waters  can  only  slow  down  the
environmental accumulation of zinc, not prevent it.

EU ban: ZnO to be phased out by 2022
In 2017, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) – the EU agency responsible for the scientific evaluation,
supervision and safety monitoring of medicines, including veterinary medicinal products – conducted an
overall  risk-benefit analysis for ZnO. It  concluded that the benefits of preventing diarrhea in pigs did not
outweigh the significant environmental risks caused by zinc pollution. By June 2022 all EU member states
will  thus have to withdraw marketing authorizations for veterinary medicinal products containing zinc
oxide that are administered orally to food-producing species.

In its decision, the EMA’s Committee for Medicinal Products for Veterinary Use also points out the risk that,
due to co-resistance, the use of zinc oxide might promote the development of antimicrobial resistance.
High doses of zinc supplementation have been shown to increase the proportion of multidrug-resistant E.
coli and Salmonella, two of the most important pathogens in pig production.

What is more, studies show that excessive zinc can accumulate in the liver, the pancreas, and blood
serum,  and  that  it  permanently  reduces  the  lactobacilli  population  of  the  gut  flora.  With  what
consequences for performance in the fattening phase? Hence, there are plenty of reasons why getting rid
of zinc oxide is a good thing and will ultimately result in even better, more sustainable pig production –
but, of course, only if effective replacement strategies to control PWD and boost piglet performance are in
place.
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Towards zero ZnO: smart feed additives
optimize gut health
The search for ZnO alternatives takes us right back to the start, to the piglets’ challenged gastrointestinal
tract. During their first three months of life, pigs’ gastrointestinal system undergoes a complex maturation
process of its epithelial, immune, and enteric nervous systems. Only once all of these systems are fully
developed is the gut capable of delivering its normal functions (digestion, nutrient absorption, immunity,
etc.), while also providing an effective barrier against the pathogens, antigens, and toxins in the lumen.

Unlike in nature, where weaning occurs around the time when GIT functions have matured, weaning in
commercial pig production takes place during this vulnerable developmental period. Post-weaning diarrhea
is ultimately a consequence of intestinal dysbiosis, a state of imbalance in the intestinal microbiome which
in turn is induced by the dietary, behavioral, and environmental stressors of the weaning phase (such as
separation from the sow, vaccinations, transport, introduction of solid feed).

PWD  control  thus  starts  with  managing  these  stressors,  which  includes  ensuring  sufficient  colostrum
intake,  gradual  feed changes,  and meticulous nursery hygiene.  Critically,  the weaning diet  needs to
optimally support gut health. Intelligent feed additive solutions are able to

reduce the pathogenic load in the piglet’s GIT,
strengthen the piglet’s maturing gut barrier functionality, and
selectively induce the development of beneficial microorganisms within the microbiome.

A synergistic combination of phytomolecules, medium-chain fatty acids, glycerides of butyric acid, and
prebiotics achieves these objectives in a reliable and cost-effective manner. Thanks to their antimicrobial,
anti-inflammatory, and digestive properties these selected ingredients effectively support piglets during
this critical phase of their postnatal gut development, while also boosting their feed intake.

In the past decade, the European pig sector has successfully adapted to the 2006 ban on antibiotic growth
promoters through significant improvements in management and feed practices. Cutting out zinc oxide is
an ambitious challenge – but with the support of targeted, functional feed additives, producers will be able
to set their piglets up for a strong, sustainable, zero ZnO health and growth performance.

*You can find this article in polish and italian.
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